Antique Fair Baskets

Designed by Barb Adams
Sewing by Leona Adams
Quilting by Jeanne Zyck
Quilt Size: 49” x 49”
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Supply List
One layer cake of Antique Fair by Blackbird Designs for Moda Fabrics (#2670LC)
1 fat quarter each of 3 light prints
1 fat quarter each of 3 dark prints
1 1/4 yd. red print for the alternating blocks
1/2 yd. binding
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Cutting diagram for the light layer cake
square.
Cut the basket
handle from one
5 7/8” triangle.
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Cutting diagram for the dark layer cake
square.

Cutting Instructions
From the dark prints:
n Cut a 5 7/8” square. Cut it in half once on the diagonal.
n Cut a 3 3/8” square for a half-square triangle.
From the light prints:
n Cut a 5 7/8” square. Cut it in half once on the diagonal.
n Cut a 3 3/8” square for a half-square triangle.
n Cut a 3 - 3” squares.
From the red print:
n Cut out 24 - 7 1/2” squares for the alternating blocks.
i

Sewing Instructions
n Cut out the basket handle, adding a 1/8” - 1/4” seam allowance.
Refer to the piecing diagram and baste the piece in place onto the large
light triangle. Appliqué the basket handle onto the large light triangle.
n Place one light and one dark 3 3/8” squares right sides together.
Draw a line along the diagonal, dividing the square in half. Refer to the
diagram on the next page and sew a 1/4” seam allowance away from
the drawn line. Repeat for the remaining side. Cut the pieces apart on
the drawn line. The result will be two half-square triangle units. Press
each block open.
n Refer to the piecing diagram and sew the block together.
n Make 25 basket blocks.
n Refer to the picture of the quilt on the blog and sew the blocks
together.

Sewing illustration for the 3 3/8” squares.

Piecing diagram

Handle template
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